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Management training as a
senior/specialist registrar
M. F. Bowden

A placement involving management training is
described and discussed in relation to the
current specialist training requirements. The
placement was unusual in that it included some
practical involvement which was extremely
rewarding.

The specialist training requirements (Royal
College of Psychiatrists, 1995) specify the follow
ing as educational goals of higher training in
management:

(a) Basic competence in time management.
(b) Adequate knowledge of trends in manage

ment and implications of management
structures within the health service.

(c) Ability to develop new services and train
ing through involvement in the setting and
monitoring of contracts and advising
purchasers. Experiences in personnel is
sues, group management, service plan
ning and shadowing a manager are
recommended.

1 have been lucky enough to have had the
opportunity to explore these objectives in depth
during a placement which offered management
experience to specialist registrars.

The experience was for one session a fortnight
over one year and involved shadowing the
medical director and other directors, attending
management meetings, meetings with purcha
sers and fund-holders and receiving copies of
management documentation 'as it happened'
day-to-day. I attended a generic management
course and had some direct teaching from the
directors and visiting speakers.

I struggled with the training objectives in the
training requirements. Why was time manage
ment the key personal skill identified? The
second objective seemed immense and un
focused for a beginner such as myself. What
was the crux of what I needed to learn? To tackle
this, and because I felt unstructured 'sitting in'

on activities could be too passive a way of
learning, I developed some formal learning
objectives: attitude, skills and knowledge (see
Table 1).

My experience was particularly valuable be
cause I was lucky enough to observe manage
ment in a small, flexible trust where the
management was largely effective. The trust gave
high priority to mental health and had open and
flexible boundaries. At times there were worries
about confidentiality and at some meetings,
notably the trust board, certain people would
request my exclusion from certain items. How
ever, most of the time my non-threatening role as
a trainee, to an extent from outside the service,
allowed people to be extremely open towards me.
Attending the same meetings over a prolonged
period allowed me to feel involved in the real
issues for the trust.

Observation was no substitute for being
involved, and I did not really grasp what
developing and contracting services were about
by attending purchasing meetings. I was for
tunate to have the opportunity to participate in
'real' management by writing a business plan

for the trust and I helped present it to the
purchasers. This was my most valuable experi
ence of the year. I experienced the pressure of
management deadlines and of dealing with
conflicts between clinicians. I experienced the
frustration of wanting to develop a model that
was good enough for service users and of having
to make it sound attractive to managers' and
purchasers' agendas, and having to make it

cheap, so that the plan would be viable. By then
1 had some idea of what management could do
for me (and the service) and a more realistic
idea of the difficulties.

When confronted with this complexity, initi
ally I felt ill prepared. Management training had
previously seemed 'something for the CV and

seemed divorced from my role as a clinician.
Medical training in many ways teaches us to
look for the convergent solution, 'the diagnoses',

and gives us experience in hierarchical struc
tures with fairly simple power relationships.
This was a different place. 1 began to be
thankful that psychiatrists are better prepared
for management than many other specialities -
our experience of persuasion, communication,
managing conflict, group dynamics, systems
theory, team working etc. (British Association
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During my placement the structure of the NHSchanged
and some knowledge acquired became out of date. It
seemed more important to learn where to access
information especially which management personnel
could be worked with as a resource than seek
extensive, possibly out of date knowledge myself.

Table 1. Summary of learning objectives (Bhugra & Burns, 1995; Reder, 1996)

Objective Outcome

Knowledge.To be able to:
Discussmethods of management in organisations

and basics of organisational theory and discuss
critically in relation to NHS.

Discusstheories of team-working.
Discusscritically management rolesand

responsibilitiesof NHSconsultant.
Define concepts of need, demand, resource

management, rationing.
Gather Information on mental health objectives of

primary care groups/purchasers.
Discussmanagement Issuesparticularly relevant to

mental health, e.g., interface with Social Services,
riskmanagement.

Describe the functions of key management positions
including the role and Influence of medical
director.

Define basic financial methods (costing, budgeting,
contracting, funding).

Listthe important personnel issuesrelevant to
consultant role (health and safety, employment
law).

Skills.To be able to:
Prepare the outline of a businessplan.
Observe and describe different stylesof

chairmanship, presentation, decision-making.
Perform mock appraisal.
Perform basic negotiation.
Be observed chairing team meetings and presenting

a management topic and be provided with
feedback.

Demonstrate awareness of own Interpersonal
strengths and weaknessesparticularly as regards
leadership and team-working.

Manage time.
Prioritise.

Attitude.Show:
Awareness of discrimination and equality Issues.
Awareness of scope and nature of future

management role and personal vision.
Respect for skillsand knowledge of other

professionalsand managers.
Ability to work constructively on aims of organisation

with other professionalsand managers.

Thesewere the most difficult and personally
threatening objectives but I felt them to be the most
useful.
Theseobjectives were not fully achieved, e.g., I would
not feel confident that I was skilled in appraisal, but it
highlighted need for further learning.

Close exposure to management helped widen my
attitudes.

of Psychotherapists, 1989). At various times I
was told by psychiatrists that management was
like group therapy, family therapy (between
purchasers and trust), parenting, manipulation,
power and creativity. As I slowly realised how
essential clinicians are to the management team
for knowledge of the day-to-day issues and our
proximity to the service users' needs, I also

became grateful for the skills and perspective of
managers. Interestingly, when I discussed the
specialist training requirements with managers
they felt they were not the things they saw as a
priority. Rather, they were interested in educat

ing doctors on the management process, the
management perspective and gave high priority
to health and safety issues and legal issues
concerned with personnel.
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1999 Annual General Meeting
28 June-2 July 1999

Working together towards the Millennium: a vision of a shared future.
This year's meeting will be the first in which the college has concentrated its energies into a single Annual Meeting. The

programme has been developed by a truly inter-faculty organising committee and. as a result, this flagship meeting will

embrace the whole College community. Every discipline and specialty is represented in the programme, and it is our hope
that all members ot the College will be able to benefit from sessions which are relevant to their interests and clinical practice
and t'orni opportunities for interdisciplinary discussion.

27th May: Deadline for conference cancellation at low penalty and deadline for guaranteed accommodation.
After this date hotel bookings will be wait-listed and placed as availability occurs by the Birmingham International

Convention Centre.

28th May: Registration and full payment due for conference and social programme.

AGMVenue:The Birmingham International Convention Centre, Broad Street, Birmingham,
tel:+44(0)121 6446011, fax:+44(0)121 6433280

Accommodation: To arrange accommodation please contact the Birmingham Convention and Visitor Bureau,
tel:+44 (0)121 665 6116, fax:+44(0)121 6433280

All correspondence to: The Conference Office, The Royal College of Psychiatrists, 17 Belgrave Square, London,
SWIX8PG tel:+44 (0)171 235 2351, fax:+44(0)171 2596507
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